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curated product prototypes, following the
recommendations of the UK Sinha panel on
MSMEs which the insurance companies – both
life and non-life ignored. Insurance industry
sources said while there are generic products
available but there is hardly one which is in
accordance with finance ministry-drafted
prototypes, especially meant for MSMEs.

Government Policy
PLI scheme will have major impact on
MSME’s

Banks write off ₹5.85 lakh cr over last 3
years

Prime Minister said
that the productionlinked incentive (PLI)
scheme would have a
major impact on the
country’s micro, small and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) ecosystem by creating anchor units
in every sector that will need a new supplier
base across the entire value chain. He urged
the industry to join and take advantage of the
PLI scheme and added that the focus of the
industry could be on creating ‘Best Quality
Goods’ for the country and the world. PM also
urged the industry to innovate according to
the needs of the fast changing world, increase
our participation in R&D, upgrading the
manpower skills and use of new technology.

The Finance Ministry informed the Lok Sabha
that scheduled Commercial Banks (SCBs) have
written off loans worth ₹5.85 lakh crore. It
also said that declarations received under
Vivad se Viswas Scheme accounted for around
28% of pending tax disputes. SCBs have
written off loans of over ₹2.36 lakh crore in FY
2018-19, ₹2.34 lakh crore during FY 2019-20
and over ₹1.15 lakh crore during the April –
December period of FY 2020-21. As per rules,
non performing loans, including those in
respect of which full provisioning has been
made on completion of four years, are
removed from the balance sheet of the bank
concerned by way of a write-off. During the
last two financial years and the first three
quarters of the current financial year, SCBs
recovered over ₹68000 crore from the written
off loan accounts.

Fin Min cracks the whip on insurers for
ignoring MSMEs
After insurance companies ignored the
government’s specially designed insurance
policies for micro, medium and small
enterprises (MSMEs), the finance ministry has
enquired with the insurers to check whether
they are providing such covers. The ministry’s
department of financial services (DFS) has

BBB to select MD, DMDs of proposed
DFI
The Banks Board Bureau (BBB) may be
entrusted with the job to select managing
director (MD) and deputy managing directors
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(DMDs) of a proposed ₹1 lakh crore
development financial institution (DFI) being
set up to accelerated infrastructure financing
activities. The infrastructure financier, to be
called the National Bank for Financing
Infrastructure and Development (NaB-FID), is
to
anchor
the
ambitious
National
Infrastructure pipeline (NIP). About 7000
projects have been identified under the NIP
with a projected investment of a whopping
₹111 lakh crore during 2020-25. According to
sources, the BBB would select the MD and
DMDs of the new institution NaFID and
selected names would be forwarded to the
Appointments Committee of Cabinet (ACC)
headed by the prime minister for the final
decision.

retirement savings of their workers in house
though this is a risky investment avenue, a
proposal to this effect could be brought up for
discussion at the next meeting of the central
board of the trustees (CBT). The decision
meets a key demand of the startup community
and the infrastructure sector. The latter, in
particular, needs long-term retirement funds
as banks have faced asset-liability mismatch
issues while financing infrastructure.

Banks under PCA framework to get
capital infusion of ₹14,500 Cr.
The finance Ministry
is likely to infuse
₹14,500
crore,
mainly in the banks
that are under the
RBI’s prompt corrective action framework, in
the next few days to improve their financial
health. Indian Overseas Bank, central Bank of
India and UCO Bank are currently under this
framework that puts several restrictions on
them, including lending,
management
compensation and directors fees. The ministry
has almost finalised its names of probable
candidates for capital infusion. The infusion
will be made in the next few days adding the
biggest beneficiary of this round of capital
infusion would be the banks that are under the
prompt corrective action (PCA). The capital
infusion will help these banks come out of the
RBI’s enhanced regulatory supervision or PCA
framework.

Private PFs can invest up to 5% of
surplus in AIFs that back MSMEs
The government has allowed non-government
provident funds, superannuation and gratuity
funds to invest up to 5% of their investible
surplus in alternate investment funds (AIFs)
that support infrastructure, micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSMEs), venture capital
funds and social venture capital funds. This will
unlock retirement savings for startups and
small enterprises, and raise large sums for
them if the Employees Provident Fund
Organization (EPFO) also adopts the new
guidelines. The EPFO manages more than ₹12
lakh crore of retirement savings but the
changes in the investment pattern announced
by the finance ministry are only for nongovernment provident funds that manage the
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Govt business – Permission to new
private banks will be based on RBI
guidelines

Centre to notify forensic auditing
standards soon
The government will soon announce new
forensic accounting standards for default
accounts.
The move was necessitated as,
after forensic audits, some accounts were
classified as fraud by one bank while the same
account was classified as non-fraud by
another. According to a source, the Ministry
of Corporate Affairs will shortly notify the new
standards which will be applicable to all
auditors conducting forensic accounting for
banks. Such audits are done to comply with
the various RBI circulars on non-cooperative
borrowers, willful defaulters and fraud
classification.
Also, the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Board of India will use the same
standards to conduct forensic audits of
bankrupt companies.

Finance Minister said that permission to new
private banks for conducting government
related business will be given under the RBI
guidelines. “Now, following the existing norms
based on which several banks have been given
permission to do the business. So, those rules
as per the RBI guidelines are to be applied on
newer banks and new private banks which
approach the RBI, Finance Minister said. The
RBI being a regulator has established norms
and those norms will be applicable to the new
banks.

Year-long IBC suspension to be lifted
after March 24, hints MCA
The Ministry for
Corporate Affairs has
hinted
that
the
suspension of the
Insolvency
and
Bankruptcy Code (IBC) is likely to be revoked
after March 24. This has been conveyed in a
written submission by the Ministry to the
Standing Committee on Finance headed by
Jayant Sinha. This submission came along with
the note on allocation and utilisation of funds
for the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of
India (IBBI), which is the insolvency regulator.
The activities of IBBI will be increased manifold
in the next financial year, the MCA submission
said.

Regulator Speaks
RBI raises
concerns over money
laundering checks
RBI has asked several non bank finance
companies
(NBFCs),
housing
finance
companies (HFCs) and co-operative banks to
get their house in order over the anti-money
laundering monitoring mechanism and riskbased assessment. The Reserve Bank of India
has raised concerns around these mechanisms
for at least 50 entities and asked them to
complete these tasks by the end of March.
The fear is the upcoming Financial Action Task
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Force (FATF) inspection, or the audit of the
Indian
banking
sector
by
the
intergovernmental organisation to combat
money laundering and terror financing. Some
of the top banks have been able to comply
with the RBI’s framework but the smaller ones
have been struggling.

to remain on the books of banks. Nearly ₹1.9
lakh crore of bank loans had been classified as
fraudulent as of March 2020, according t the
RBI’s annual report. Although the sanctions
pertained to earlier years, half of these loans
were classified as frauds in FY 20 itself. Public
sector banks account for 80% of these
fraudulent loans. The RBI directive will not
have any implication for the asset quality of
banks. That’s because once a loan is classified
as a fraud, banks have to fully provide for it.

RBI restricting banks from raising stake
in insurance firms
The Reserve Bank of India wants banks to limit
ownership stakes in capital intensive insurance
companies at a maximum 20%, less than half
of what the current regulations permit. RBI
rules allow banks to hold up to 50% stakes in
insurers and on selective basis equity holdings
can be higher but must eventually be brought
down within a certain period. Some lenders
such as Kotak Mahindra Bank and SBI have
wholly owned or majority owned insurance
subsidiaries and the paper had suggested that
if any lender had more than a 20% stake in an
insurer, they should follow a non-operative
financial holding company structure, which will
ring-fence ownership. Most lenders are not
keen to adopt such a structure on concerns it
will hurt shareholder value and limit their
capital raising ability as per sources.

Digital rupee rollout may help curb
bank frauds
The Reserve Bank of
India’s
plan
to
launch a digital
rupee can help curb
bank frauds and
increase
transparency in the financial system including the
lending process as per experts. Instances of
banking frauds in India grew 159% in 2019-20,
involving misappropriation of around ₹1.85
trillion, up 2.5 times from the year earlier.
However, while a digital currency will help
bring down the number of fraudulent
transactions, it cannot be eliminated entirely.
“In spite of having online banking, UPI (Unified
Payments Interface) or RTGS has not triggered
behavioural change in people, because the
system is not capable of tracking the
transactions. Today, electronic payments are
nothing but a digitized version of your paper
currency. Nothing prevents a person to
transfer money in electronic format and, then
at the last mile, convert it into cash and hide
it.” says Rajesh Dhuddu, practice leader, block
chain and cyber security, Tech Mahindra.

Fraudulent loans cannot be sold to bad
bank
The RBI has said that loans classified as fraud
should not be sold to the proposed national
asset reconstruction company (NARC) to be set
up by public sector banks. This would mean
that a big chunk of sticky loans would continue
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RBI asks lenders to report restructured
accounts to CICs

Kumar Gaurav, founder and chief executive of
crypto banking platform Cashaa, said money is
now created either through the central bank’s
monetary supply or through lending, which is
carried out between banks and corporates.
“The distribution and safeguarding of money is
what banks have been created for. The
moment you create a CBDC (central bank
digital currency), where the supply of money is
visible publicly, you won’t need the bank to
safeguard that anymore.”

The Reserve Bank of India issued a data format
for banks and other lenders to report accounts
restructured due to Covid-19 to credit
bureaus. It directed them to make the
necessary modifications to their systems
within the next two months. “Banks/AIFIs (all
India financial institutions)/NBFCs (non
banking financial companies) should make
necessary modification to their systems and
commence reporting the above information to
CICs (credit information companies) within two
months.
CICs shall make necessary
modifications to their system to reflect the
above changes said RBI in a notification.

SEBI, IFSCA look at setting up of ‘blank
cheque cos’ in India
Two
government
regulators
–
domestic
markets
watchdog SEBI and
its counterpart for
Gujarat’s GIFT City, the international Financial
Services Centres Authority (IFSCA) - are on
track to facilitate launching of Special Purpose
acquisition Companies (SPACs) in India. As the
name suggests, SPACs are formed with a
definite purpose of acquiring one or more
companies but, at the time of formation, the
entities do not disclose the name of the target.
SPAC- like structures have been in existence
for years now, floated mainly by private equity
players.
But of late, they have gained
popularity in the developed markets. These
structures are also called ‘blank cheque
companies’ since investors other than those
setting these up, usually do not know for
which acquisition target or the assets of a
company they are putting in money till those
are bid for by the SPAC.

RBI draws up policy to hire retired
officers on contract
The Reserve Bank of India has drawn up a
policy for hiring its retired officers on
contractual basis. This is aimed at filling up
shortages in select areas that require specific
expertise and experience. The move comes in
the backdrop of serving officers reportedly
being reluctant to join the Unified Department
of supervision (for Banking, Non Banking and
Co-operative Bank) and Unified Department of
Regulation, both created in November 2019,
due to issues around career progression. So,
the RBI seems to have come up with a
workaround by planning to hire retired officers
on contract. At the same time, the Central
Office Departments (CODs)/Regional Offices
(ROs) will be making efforts to ensure that the
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Banks asked to extend cheque
truncation system across branches

skill-gap is plugged at the earliest by
developing necessary skills/experience inhouse.

NitiAayog leaves 6 PSBs
Privatisation plan

The Reserve Bank of India has asked banks to
extend cheque Truncation System (CTS) across
all their branches in the country. This is aimed
at leveraging the availability of CTS and
providing uniform customer experience,
irrespective of location of her/his bank branch.
Cheque truncation involves the stoppage of
the physical movement of the cheque and the
replacement of physical instrument by the
image/s of the instrument and the
corresponding data contained in MICR
(Magnetic Ink Character Recognition) line. The
RBI directed banks to inform it about their
roadmap to achieve pan-India coverage of CTS
and submit a status report before April 30,
2021.

out of

The NitiAayog has kept public sector banks
(PSBs) that were part of the last round of
consolidation and State Bank of India out of
the privatisation plan. These banks are Punjab
National Bank, Union Bank, Canara bank,
Indian Bank, Bank of Baroda and SBI that were
part of an earlier round of consolidation. The
government will soon take a call on the two
banks and one general insurer that will be
taken up for privatisation in the next fiscal
year.

RBI rejects YES Bank’s plan to set up an
ARC

RBI may reject plea to extend interest
relief

The Reserve Bank of India has rejected YES
Bank’s
application to set up an asset
reconstruction company (ARC) to warehouse
bad loans citing a conflict of interest. YES Bank
had sought approval to launch the ARC in
September and was expected to operationalise
it within six months of securing clearance. YES
Bank CEO said in an interview that the bank
was expecting to transfer nearly ₹50,000 crore
off bad loans to the ARC. Many foreign
investors had expressed interest to invest in
the ARC. The bank was hoping to infuse ₹1000
crore capital into the ARC while foreign
investors would put in ₹2500 crore.

The Reserve Bank of India is likely to reject
banks request to extend interest payment
relief to working capital borrowers, as it seeks
to wind down some of the pandemic-era
policies amid brighter prospects for the
economy. As part of the Covid package last
year, RBI had allowed banks to convert the
unpaid interest component in cash credit or
overdraft facility into a fresh term loan to help
stressed borrowers. The deadline to repay
these loans is 31 March. Several banks had
approached the regulator in recent weeks to
allow companies more time to repay such
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loans after borrowers complained that they
were not out of the woods yet.

Centre will have to put more funds into
PSBs

Following record accretion, RBI stops
adding to its forex kitty

Public sector banks will need more capital
infusion from the government for business
growth and to meet regulatory norms and this
must go hand in hand with their privatisation,
RBI said. In its assessment of Union Budget
2021-22, RBI said, with PSBs accounting for a
major share in advances made by scheduled
commercial banks (SCBs) they might need to
be recapitalised. This should be done to fund
economic growth through improved credit
offtake when demand picks up. Besides,
recapitalisation and privatisation of PSBs must
go together.

India’s
foreign
exchange
reserves
are amongst the
highest
globally,
standing at $580
billion as on March 5, 2021. But the reserves
have been gradually declining since February
this year. From peak level of $590 billion on
January 29, 2021 reserves have declined
around $10 billion, or 1.6% from the peak.
This decline is due to a number of reasons
including the Centre’s large borrowing for FY22
and rupee weakness caused by rising crude oil
prices and spike in US dollar, giving RBI the
room to go slow with dollar purchases.

The Budget allocated ₹20,000 crore towards
recapitalisation of PSBs to help them
consolidate their financial capacity. PSBs have
proactively built buffers during financial year
2020-21 (FY21) to improve their resilience in
the face of the shock from the pandemic. This
must be continued into FY22 and some
contribution towards this has come from the
Budget.

More banks may join RBI’s systemically
important list
The Reserve Bank of India’s list of ‘systemically
important banks’ may widen, given the
changes in the pecking order after the merger
of state-run players. As on date, only State
Bank of India, ICICI Bank and HDFC Bank figure
in the central bank’s classification of domestic
systemically important banks (D-SIBs). “The
pecking order (of banks) by asset size has
changed after the centre went in for the
merger of four sets of state-run banks. So, the
D-SIBs list could be reworked, according to
reports.

Strategic changes like the merger and
amalgamation of PSBs undertaken since 2017
have resulted in seven large and five smaller
PSBs. The measures (based on bad loans and
regional factors) were intended to help
manage capital more efficiently. Governance
reforms and action plans to enhance
operational efficiency and customer services
are integral for recapitalisation. In the context
of mergers, it is also vital that the consolidated
entity is well capitalised, RBI said.
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Bonds, as it will become eligible to make
coupon payments, according to the draft
scheme for setting off accumulated losses
against SPA as on April 1. Further, this will
place the bank in a better position to achieve
its turnaround plan (including coming out of
the Prompt Corrective action) in a time bound
manner and pay dividend per the applicable
provisions within a reasonable time-frame.

Banking & Finance News
Attracting ‘new money’ will be a
challenge for the ARC
NPA Management has assumed urgency after
the Reserve Bank of India, in its financial
stability report 2021 estimated that gross NPA
(GNPA) of all Scheduled Commercial Banks
(SCBs) may increase from 7.5% as on
September 2020 to 14.8% in September 2021
under a severe stress scenario, that is nearly
double of the existing NPA percentage. The
current announcement for creation of a mega
ARC/AMC structure appears to be triggered on
account of the perceived elevated risks in
probably spike of bad loans in the system. One
issue is around interim finance and funding
working capital to ensure that the unit is
running. Who will take care of banking needs,
including non fund facilities? In the absence of
clarity on this, the units transferred to ARCs
will most likely head for asset sale only, with
attendant value destruction.

PSBs eye ₹70,000 cr corpus for farm
fund
A clutch of state-run banks with significant
exposure to the farm sector has initiated
discussions with the government to set up a
credit guarantee fund to cover defaults by
farmers, making lending to the sector less
risky. The banks proposed that the
government provide an initial corpus of
₹70000 crore over three years for the fund,
which will be structured on the lines of the
Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and
Small Enterprises. The credit guarantee fund
for small businesses make good losses incurred
by lenders up to 85% of the outstanding
amount in the event of a default.

IDBI Bank to set-off ₹44,500 crore
losses against Security Premium
Account

HDFC Bank online banking services
restored after glitch

IDBI Bank plans to set off the accumulated
losses off about ₹44,500 crore against the
balance standing to the credit of the Securities
Premium account (SPA) after declaring the
fourth quarter (Q4 FY21) financial results.
This balance-sheet neutral exercise of
rearrangement of liabilities will enable the
bank represent its true financial position and
raise resources via AT (Additional Tier) 1

Customers of private sector lender HDFC Bank
faced intermittent issues in internet banking
and mobile banking. The technical glitch at the
beginning of the month impacted internet
banking and mobile banking services as well as
some payments, according to several users
who complained on twitter. “The net banking
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system is busy processing heavy load from
currently logged in customers, request to try
after some time” was the message users got.
However the problem was resolved speedily.

the promoter and promoter group, to approve
the appointment and removal of such
directors. The dual-voting structure has been
adopted in countries such as the UK for
premium listed companies that have a
controlling shareholder.

Mudra loans tide over Covid blues,
likely to match last fiscal’s figure

SBI, Kotak cut home loan rates to new
lows

The disbursal of small business loans under
Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY) has
almost come out of Covid blues and may
match last fiscal’s figures, going by the current
trend. With one month left for the closure of
the current financial year, loans worth
₹2,32,594 crore have been sanctioned as on
February 19,2021 of which ₹2,19,107 crore has
already been disbursed. In the previous fiscal,
total sanctioned loans under Mudra, as of
February 20, 2020 stood at ₹2.77 lakh crore.
PMMY is a scheme of the Centre to provide
loans of upto ₹10 lakh to non corporate, nonfarm small/micro enterprises. These loans are
classified as Mudra loans under PMMY.

SEBI Plans “Dual Approval”
Independent Directors

In a bid to grab as many home loan customers
as possible before the fiscal year ends, SBI and
Kotak Mahindra Bank have sweetened their
offer in this segment by reducing interest
rates. SBI now offers home loans up to ₹75
lakh for 6.7% (to women salaried borrowers) –
The cheapest rate ever offered by the bank.
SBI also continues to waive processing fees on
all home loan applications. Kotak Bank said
that it would offer home loans for rates
starting at 6.65% for both new purchases and
balance transfers – also its lowest rate ever.
Home loans are the only drivers of credit
growth for banks and lenders are expecting a
jump in the last month as some of the schemes
offered by state authorities, such as relaxation
on stamp duty end in March. While Kotak
Bank’s rate is lower than SBI, it has a much
smaller distribution footprint compared to the
country’s largest bank and is a relatively
smaller player in home loans.

for

The securities and exchange Board of India has
proposed sweeping changes to rules governing
independent directors, including norms that
pertain to their appointment and removal,
eligibility criteria and remuneration structure.

Ind-Ra maintains negative outlook for
microfinance industry in FY22

The regulator plans to introduce the dualapproval system for appointment and removal
of independent directors (ID). This requires
the majority of all shareholders as well as the
majority of minority shareholders, other than

India Ratings and Research (Ind-Ra) has
maintained an overall negative outlook on the
microfinance sector for FY22. While the credit
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rating agency has maintained a ‘stable’ outlook
on
large
non-bank
microfinance
institutions/MFIs
(with
assets
under
management / AUM of more than ₹5000
Crore), the outlook on small to mid-sized non –
bank MFIs (including those with over 50% of
AUM in microfinance) continues to be
‘negative’ for FY22. Ind-Ra reasoned that the
negative outlook for small to mid non-bank
MFIs is in view of the challenges being faced by
them in raising funds and capital and managing
credit costs that could emerge from urban
regions post Covid-19 and Assam/West Bengal
– focussed MFIs.

outstanding loans has fallen by 62 bps. One
basis point is one hundredth of a percentage
point.

Cheaper loans aid home buyers during
downturn
Cheaper home loans
have helped buyers
stay in the housing
market despite a drop
in general consumer
confidence in a
contracting economy.
Developers believe that continued interest
from banks in offering lower-cost mortgages
through central bank interventions have
helped boost real estate sales. The Reserve
Bank of India has lowered its repo rate by 115
basis points (bps) since last March in a bid to
revive the flow of credit. Banks have also cut
lending rates in tandem with the central bank’s
signalling, with the highest pass through
offered to fresh loans. Recently SBI reduced
its interest rate on home loans up to ₹75 Lakhs
to a record low of 6.70% and Kotak Mahindra
Bank also reduced its home loan rate to 6.65%.

Margin compression is coming for
Indian banks’ books, but not yet
A bank’s core income is the difference
between the interest it pays its depositors and
the one it charges its borrowers. The net
interest margin has been one of the key
indicators of profitability and Indian lenders
have seen it improve in the past one year. But
this streak of improvement may come to an
end soon as credit off-take picks up. The
pandemic has resulted in a sharp drop in
demand for credit and a resultant large
accretion of deposits on banks’ books. This
along with successive policy rate cuts, have
brought down interest rates sharply on both
deposits and loans. But the drop in deposit
rates has been more, improving the spreads
that banks earn. The weighted average term
deposit rate showed an 80 basis points (bps)
drop in the first nine months of FY21. While
the weighted average lending rate on

Indian Bank
Looking to grow
Corporate Loan Books - MD and CEO
Public sector lender Indian Bank is seeking to
offer large corporate loans after its merger
with Allahabad Bank, with its bigger size giving
the merged entity significant unused corporate
exposure limits. The bank aims to expand
overall credit 12-13% in FY22, aided by healthy
growth in both corporate and retail books.
The fourth quarter will be much better in
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terms of business growth and utilisation of
limits. Indian Bank MD and CEO said in an
interview with Economic Times, Bank has limits
available on the large corporates which several
large banks have exhausted. At the end of
December quarter the Bank’s total advances
grew 7% out of which retail loans climbed 12%.
Including the investments made through
targeted long term repo operations (TLTRO),
the corporate book expanded 7%. Almost 75%
of the bank’s exposure is to corporates rated
above the investment grade.

and auto loan ticket size is higher vis-à-vis their
male counterparts. As of December end 2020
of the ₹20.6 Lakh crore home loan (HL)
market, 29% was accounted for by women visà-vis 16% each in the case of personal loans
(market size ₹5.95 lakh crore) and auto loans
(₹4.58 lakh crore) according to a CRIF study.

EPFO keeps interest rate unchanged at
8.5% for FY 21
The Central Board of Trustees (CBT) Employees
Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) has
recommended 8.5% annual rate of interest to
member accounts for 2020-21. A meeting of
the CBT held in Srinagar decided to send its
proposal to the Finance Ministry. The rate
would be officially notified in the government
gazette following which the EPFO would credit
the interest into the accounts of subscribers,
as per government release.

Credit score takes centre stage in postcovid home loan boom
Even as home loan interest rates touch a 15
year low thanks to the Reserve Bank of India’s
easy liquidity stance, lenders are pricing loans
differently, depending on risk profile and
creditworthiness of borrowers. According to
the industry observers, credit scores have
become increasingly important for borrowers
levying different interest rates based on
customer categories. For instance, at India’s
largest lenders SBI home loan rates were
lowered to 6.7%. But there is catch. This rate
is available only for those with a CIBIL score
above 800.

Govt business : Private banks keen on
making a difference
Private sector banks are gearing up to
undertake government business and hope they
will be permitted to do so from April1.
Bankers are expecting a notification with the
finer points of the announcement by the
month end. “With the start of the fiscal year
from next month, we hope that private banks
will be able to start doing government
business. Finance Minister had announced
that the embargo on grant of government
business to private banks has been lifted.
Currently, only the three large private sector
banks, apart from public sector banks, are

More takers for home loans among
women : CRIF
Indian women are availing more credit in the
form of home loans (HL) compared to personal
loans (PL) and auto loans (AL), according to an
analysis by Credit Information bureau CRIF
High Mark. Further their average home loan
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Digital transactions inch closer to 5000
crore mark

permitted to do government business such as
deposits,
public
provident
fund,
SukanyaSamriddhi accounts, tax payments and
pension payments, among other initiatives.

The total volume of digital transactions this
fiscal is inching closer to the 5000 crore mark,
with BHIM UPI payments accounting for over
40% of the transactions. According to the
official data on the DigiDhan Dashboard, the
total number of digital transactions between
April 1, 2020 and March 8, 2021 stood at
4877.51 crore against the 4579.94 crore
transactions clocked in 2019-20. The data
compiled by Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MeitY) revealed that
the share of BHIM UPI transactions increased
significantly this fiscal at 40.18%, compared to
27.33% in 2019-20.

Education loans from NBFCs may not
quality for tax deduction
Education loans taken from non-banking
financial companies (NBFCs) may not qualify
for a tax deduction. For a borrower to avail of
the tax benefit, the financial institution must
be notified by the government.
“The
regulations state that the loan should be taken
from any bank, approved charitable institution
or ‘notified ‘financial institution. Borrowers
can only avail the tax deduction if the loan is
from NBFCs that the Central Board of Direct
Taxes (CBDT) has notified,”

IFSCA allows banks in IFSCs to
undertake portfolio management,
investment advisory services

Microfinance loan disbursements to
reach ‘normal’ levels by Q4 end

International Financial Services Centers
Authority (IFSCA) approved the inclusion of
portfolio management and investment
advisory services in the permitted activities for
banking units at IFSCs. The IFSCA also
approved
the
Market
Infrastructure
Institutions Regulations, which will provide
more flexibility in the shareholding of MIIs in
the IFSC. The market infrastructure institutions
(MIIs) viz. stock exchanges, clearing
corporations and depositories are of critical
importance in the growth and stability of any
financial system, MII regulations, approved by
the authority, will provide more flexibility in
terms of shareholding of MIIs in IFSC (including

The
microfinance
industry is slowly
inching towards preCovid levels, both in
terms of disbursements as well as the quality of portfolio.
Disbursements in Q3 FY 21 were around 96%
of Q3 FY 20. The disbursements are expected
to reach normal levels by the end of Q4 FY 21,
on the back of increased demand for loans to
restart livelihood. The gross loan portfolio of
the microfinance industry stood at ₹2,32,648
as on December 31, 2020, an increase of
around 10% against ₹2,11,302 crore as on
December 31, 2019.
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the option of a consortium of MIIs recognised
in India, IFSC or FATF compliant foreign
jurisdiction holding shareholding of the MIIs in
IFSC), prescribe enhanced governance norms
and ensure adequate risk management by
MIIs, in addition to other general obligations.
The MII regulations are also in line with the
global standards, keeping in mind the twin
objectives of development of MIIs with
adequate safeguards to ensure stability and
continuity of the MIIs in IFSC, it added In order
to widen the scope of services and
development offered by the banking units
operating in the IFSC, the authority approved
the inclusion of portfolio management services
and investment advisory services in the
permitted activities for banking units. IFSCA
also approved the draft International Financial
Services Centers Authority (Finance Company),
Regulations,
2021,
which
provide
opportunities to non-bank entities, both Indian
and foreign, to set up units in the IFSC to
undertake a wide range of financial servicesrelated activities (including aircraft/ship
leasing, among others).

India Traders (CAIT) Secretary General Praveen
Khandelwal at a meeting called by the
Department for Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade (DPIIT) to discuss about FDI in ecommerce. The present policy, that allows
100% FDI in marketplace e-commerce
platforms and prohibits FDI in inventory-based
model of e-commerce, is absolutely correct
and in line with government's intent to protect
the small merchants. The policy should be
enforced in letter and spirit. According to him,
due to creative interpretations about the
relationship between marketplace and sellers,
global companies are controlling either the
sellers on their platform or their inventory. The
control of foreign marketplace platform
entities, over the sellers on their platform,
enables them to do anti-competitive practices
such as predatory pricing and deep discounting
through capital dumping that has led to
closure of a large number of small merchants/
kiranas leading to job loss for lakhs of people
every month. CAIT has time and again alleged
that
large
multinational
e-commerce
companies have continued to indulge in
prohibited inventory-based model of ecommerce by direct and indirect control over
the seller's/inventory. Government should
have the right to seek information and audit
the accounts of the entities involved in ecommerce. An independent regulatory body
should be constituted to regulate the sector
and take immediate action on violations such
as
deep
discounting,
preferential
arrangements with sellers, discriminatory
treatments. The meeting was also attended by
representatives of Retailers Association of

FDI policy in e-commerce sector should
be enforced in letter and spirit: CAIT
Domestic
traders'
body CAIT said the
foreign
direct
investment policy in
the
e-commerce
sector should be enforced in letter and spirit
so that global players do not violate the rules.
The issue was raised by Confederation of All
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India (RAI) and All India Consumer Products
Distributions Federation.

Govt-owned bad bank is more capitalefficient

Digital lending apps continue
witness ‘robust’ demand

Amid confusing reports about the control of
the proposed bad bank, a brokerage has called
for government ownership, saying statefunding is more capital efficient and will also
lower the credit cost/loss for banks. The
government owning the proposed bad bank
will not only be more capital efficient but also
not impact the fiscal numbers; as otherwise, it
will have to keep on recapitalising state-owned
lenders as they will be the biggest beneficiaries
of the proposed bad bank as per Bank of
America securities India in a report. Again,
such a set-up can lower the credit charge on
banks to a fifth in the worst-case scenario from
the 100% now, the report said.

to

Digital lending apps continue to see robust
demand from customers, and there is more
self regulation in the sector after the exit of
Chinese lending apps, according to market
players. According to Mr. Anuj Kacker, cofounder, MoneyTap demand from customers
has been high for quite some time due to
variety of issues, including improvement in the
economy, return to some level of
normalisation with offices opening up, people
going on holidays, as well as the exit of
Chinese apps. “Money Tap is seeing a 40% to
50%
growth
quarter-on-quarter
in
disbursements.

Retail loan rebound as mortgages get
cheaper

IDBI Bank out of PCA framework

India is seeing a
revival in retail loans
after a period of lull
following the pandemic as customers
once again venture out to buy new homes and
even pawn gold for money. Experts say the
uptick is being facilitated by low interest rates,
especially in the mortgage segment. Banks like
State Bank of India (SBI) and ICICI Bank have
crossed what they call landmarks in home loan
portfolios at ₹5 trillion and ₹2 trillion
respectively. Weighted average lending rates
on new loans have dropped 68 basis points
(bps) since March 2020, when India imposed a

The Reserve Bank of India has decided to take
IDBI Bank out of the Prompt Corrective Action
(PCA) framework, subject to certain conditions
and continuous monitoring. This development
comes in the backdrop of the Budget
announcement that the government is
working towards strategic disinvestment of its
stake in IDBI Bank in FY 2022. The central Bank
had invoked the PCA against IDBI Bank in 2017
in view of its high nonperforming assets and
negative return on assets. Under the PCA
usually a bank’s branch expansion is restricted,
and lending is limited to relatively less risky
segments to nurse it back to health.
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lockdown aimed at containing the spread of
Covid 19.

PSU banks’ NPAs fall ₹1L cr in FY21
Non-performing assets (NPAs) of public sector
banks fell by over ₹1 Lakh crore during the first
nine months of the current fiscal to ₹5,77,137
crore from ₹6,78,317 crore. The reduction was
due to its strategy of ‘recognition, resolution,
recapitalisation
and
reforms”.
The
government said that its policy of transparent
recognition of NPAs resulted in bad loans rising
to a high of ₹8,95,601 crore in FY18 from
₹2,79,016 crore in FY 15.

UPI help goes live on BHIM UPI app
The National Payments Corporation of India
(NPCI) has gone live with “UPI-Help on BHIM
UPI as part of efforts to enable better and
hassle-free resolution mechanism for users.
“UPI-Help will enable BHIM UPI users to use
their app to check status for pending
transactions, raise complaints for transactions
that have not been processed or money not
credited to the beneficiary, and raise
complaints for merchant transactions,” said
NPCI in a statement. Further, it can resolve
complaints online for person-to-person (P2P)
transactions.

To fund infra, Cabinet clears DFI Bill ; to
start with ₹20,000 Cr govt equity
The Cabinet approved bringing a bill to set up a
development financial institution. The National
Bank for Financing Infrastructure and
development (NaBFID) Bill, 2021 is expected to
be tabled in the ongoing session of Parliament.
“Through the Bill, we will have an institution
and institutional arrangement, which will help
in increasing long term funds.” The DFI will get
₹20,000 crore as equity capital from the
government. “With this kind of initial capital,
the institution can raise up to ₹3 lakh crore in
the next few years, Finance Minister said,
adding that it can access from the market
funds otherwise not available.

More transparency expected from
fintech players
Fintech lenders may have to be more
transparent about their sources of funding and
tie-ups in order to ensure more accountability
to customers. These digital lenders will also
have to ensure they raise funds from regulated
entities. Players said this is a key expectation
from the working Group set up by the Reserve
Bank of India to examine the digital lending
sector. “The model being used by some of the
Chinese companies was that they were
bringing their own capital in India and did not
have a license to give loans. Raising funds
through regulated entities would address such
a situation adding that since banks and NBFCs
already follow practices on recovery, these
lenders would also have to follow them.

Banks put up ₹5,140 cr of NPAs for sale
in Q4FY21
Banks have put up non-performing assets
(NPAs) worth at least ₹5,140 crore for the sale
to asset reconstruction companies (ARCs)
during the current quarter as resolutions for
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some large assets failed and stress spilled into
the retail segment throughout FY 21. Lenders
typically ramp up bad loan sales during the last
quarter of the year to clean up their balance
sheets. The list of assets being offered by
banks is almost a ready-reckoner of all that
went wrong in the year of the Covid-19
outbreak. There are loan accounts where
buyers pulled out of the resolution process
due to their inability to carry out due diligence.

in their ratio of stressed retail advances, with
more private lenders seeing deterioration than
public sector banks. With the exception of
Punjab and Sind bank and Bank of Baroda
(BoB) most other PSBs saw their stressed retail
advances ratio either declining or remaining
flat during the period under review. On the
other hand, seven private banks saw an
increase in their ratio of stressed retail
advances to all retail advances. Stressed
advances include gross nonperforming assets
(NPAs) and restructured standard advances.

PSBs eye lateral hiring to fill e-banking
roles

Bank of Baroda takes Retail Lending to
Digital Platform

Public sector lenders are increasingly relying
on lateral recruitment for specialized roles
such as digital banking and wealth
management with SBI and Bank of Baroda
leading the way.
With digital banking
becoming more integral to business, PSU
banks are hiring specialists even for mid and
junior level roles from information technology
companies and private lenders. Bankers said
that while cultural differences may exist
between external recruits and internal cadre, it
is much easier for mid and junior level
employees to get assimilated. Lateral hiring is
the process of recruiting an expert for a
specific role from another organization.

Bank of Baroda has made a bold move to
expand its retail lending through a self made
digital lending platform that the state owned
bank expects will account for half of its
incremental retail loans by the end of the next
fiscal year. The platform assesses credit risk
through varied public and private data points
like bank account statement, tax statements
and consumption trends of applicants before
approving loans, officials said. Mr. Akhil
Handa, head of fin-tech and digital lending at
BOB said the bank has disbursed ₹1000 crore
through this new platform since it was
launched at the end of last November.

Retail stress hits private banks hardest

SBI
widens scope of scheme for
‘compassionate’ appointment

Rising Financial stress among small borrowers
is hitting the books of private banks the
hardest, show data released by the
government in response to a question in
Parliament. Between March and December
2020, banks saw upto 380 basis point (bps) rise

State Bank of India has enlarged the scope of
its scheme for compassionate appointments to
support the dependents of deceased
employees. This will help the dependent tide
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over the sudden crisis due to death/premature
retirement of the sole bread earner of the
family.
The bank’s revised scheme for
compassionate appointment will cover a
dependent family member of a permanent
employee who dies while in service or retires
on medical grounds due to incapacitation
before reaching the age of 55. The revised
scheme for Compassionate appointment will
also cover the death due to Covid 19 with
retrospective effect from March 24, 2020.

and Financial services (IL&FS) group
underwent in 2018. In its report dated March
10, the committee headed by Jayant Sinha has
also suggested a system of rotation of credit
rating agencies (CRAs), which the government
has shot down. The committee said that the
resolution of IL & FS remains sub-judice before
the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal
and delays in the resolution process not only
cause a steep value-erosion for bankers and
other creditors, but also make an
understanding of the lacunae in the system
elusive.

Jan Dhan accounts surge to 42 cr with
total balance at ₹1.4 lakh cr

Upgrade IT systems, banks urge nonbank partners

The total number of basic bank accounts under
PradhanMantri Jan DhanYojana (PMJDY) has
reached 42 crore. According to the latest data
available with the government, the total
number of beneficiaries stood at 42 crore with
a total deposits of ₹139,864 crore as on March
10, 2021. RuPay cards have been issued to
30.85 crore account holders. Of this, public
sector banks and regional rural banks have
33.23 crore and 7.52 crore accounts,
respectively, while private sector banks have
1.25 crore accounts with them. More than
half of the beneficiaries of PMJDY are women
at 23.27 crore.

Banks have started asking non-bank partners
to upgrade their information technology (IT)
systems to minimise payment failures. The
move follows a high incidence of transaction
failures in the latter half of 2020 and
regulatory guidelines which place the onus of
ensuring payment security controls on banks.
In 2020, massive on-boarding of new digital
users
onto payment
platforms
was
accompanied by outages in bank systems and
resultant transaction failures. Matters were
complicated by the fact that a large number of
transactions, especially those made through
the UPI channel, involve multiple hops across
entities. Instances of fraud and data breaches
have also been reported with some entities.

Parliamentary
committee
moots
systemic review of financial system by
RBI

RuPay’s next stop: Credit card biz

The parliamentary standing committee on
finance has recommended a systemic review
by the Reserve Bank of India to pre-empt a
crisis of the sort that the Infrastructure Leasing

Introduced nine years ago, India’s indigenous
card payment network, RuPay, has cornered a
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Bank Accounts of family members
cannot be attached

sizeable market share, driven by the
government’s financial inclusion drive.
Accounts opened under the Jan Dhan scheme
get the RuPay debit cards, but credit cards,
considered a niche product in India, form a
minuscule portion of its card business. As of
March10, 2021 around 308.5 million RuPay
debit cards were issued for accounts opened
under the Jan DhanYojana. The National
Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), the
umbrella entity for digital payments in the
country that operates RuPay, is looking to
expand its credit card business by broadbasing it.

Bank accounts of
family members of a
GST assessee in
default should not
be attached, the
Bombay high Court has ruled. The division
bench quoted some portions of a ruling.
According to the ruling “It goes without saying
that pre-assessment attachment of property,
including bank account, even if provisional, is a
drastic measure. Its sole purpose is to protect
the interest of government revenue. It cannot
be used as a punitive measure. It is a serious
invasion into the private domain of a tax
payer”.
The order observed that family
members are not the tax payer concerned
here. “to be more specific, there is no
allegation or any averment made by the
respondents that any money belonging to the
petitioner or to his firm have been credited
into the joint accounts of the petitioner with
his wife or with his minor son or into the
account of his wife” the order had said.

Legally Speaking
NCLT can rule only on insolvency of
corporate debtors, say SC
The Supreme Court
held that the NCLT
has jurisdiction to
adjudicate disputes,
which arises solely
or relates to the insolvency of a corporate
debtor. The top court, however, cautioned the
National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) and its
appellate tribunal (NCLAT) to ensure that they
do not usurp the legitimate jurisdiction of
other courts, tribunals and forum, which the
dispute is not related to the insolvency of the
Corporate Debtor.
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Financials of Public Sector Banks– Quarter ended 31.12.2020 (Rs in Crores)
Sl.No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total
Business(Net)
Amount

Bank

Bank of Maharashtra
Bank of Baroda
Bank of India
Canara Bank
Central Bank of India
Indian Bank
Indian Overseas Bank
Punjab National Bank
Punjab & Sind Bank
State Bank of India
UCO Bank
Union Bank of India

Operating
Profit
Amount

266875
1699981
1026866
1640582
504728
910894
371585
1809588
155115
5992360
319218
1534396

902
5591
2836
5382
1193
3099
1731
6391
140
17333
1334
5311

Net Profit
Amount

154
1061
541
696
165
514
213
506
-2376
5196
35
727

Gross NPA

Net NPA

Amount

%

Amount

%

8072
63182
54997
49789
29486
35237
16753
94479
8490
117244
11440
87969

7.69%
8.48%
13.25%
7.46%
16.30%
9.04%
12.19%
12.99%
13.14%
4.77%
9.80%
13.49%

2580
16668
9077
16774
7515
8537
3905
26598
1638
29032
3228
19063

2.59%
2.39%
2.46%
2.64%
4.73%
2.35%
3.13%
4.03%
2.84%
1.23%
2.97%
3.27%

CRAR
Basel III
%

13.65%
12.93%
12.51%
13.69%
12.39%
14.06%
11.49%
13.88%
16.39%
14.50%
12.08%
12.98%

ROA
%

0.34%
0.37%
0.28%
0.24%
0.19%
0.35%
0.28%
0.15%
-8.90%
0.49%
0.06%
0.28%
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CRR

3.00%

SLR

18.00%

Repo Rate

4.00%

Reverse Repo

3.35%

MSF Rate

4.25%

Bank rate

4.25%

MCLR/RBLR Rates of our Bank w.e.f. 01.10.2020
Overnight

7.05%

1month

3months

6 months

One Year

RBLR

7.10%

7.25%

7.30%

7.30%

6.80%

